The paper describes the visualization possibility of estimated results of horizontal positional accuracy of digital topographic map scale at 1:25 000 (DTM25) using geostatistical interpolation method. Estimation of horizontal positional accuracy DTM25 is realized by using standard STANAG 2215 (Standardization Agreement), which is intended for publishers of geotopographic material, or national mapping agencies for assessment of horizontal and vertical positional accuracy of spatial data by using ArcGIS software. The estimated results of horizontal positional accuracy are shown by means of a map that uses interpolated values of the root mean horizontal position.
INTRODUCTION
Positional accuracy is one element of spatial data quality, which is defined as the accuracy of the position of features within a spatial reference system. Also, positional accuracy represents the nearness of those values to the entity`s "true" position in the coordinate system. It is the quality element of geographic information most often used by the national mapping agencies (NMAs) and also more commonly evaluated quality element option. It consists of three sub-elements of data quality [7] , [14] :
◆ Absolute or external accuracy -closeness of reported coordinate values to values accepted as true, or being true; ◆ Relative or internal accuracy -closeness of the relative position of features in a data set to their respective relative positions accepted as true, or being true; ◆ Positional accuracy of gridded data -closeness of gridded data spatial position values to values accepted as true, or being true. Visualization approaches of horizontal positional accuracy assessment results have been developed for different purposes, audiences, and levels of interactivity. These approaches, which can be classified into static mode and dynamic mode, have application potential for visualizing uncertainties in spatial data and analyses of digital topographic maps. In this paper, we use color map method for visualization results of horizontal accuracy assessment [4] .
Evaluation of the accuracy is reduced to a comparison of coordinates of individual points read from maps with a reference. Reference data sets have several times more accurate coordinates of the correspondent points. Reference data sets are positioned using geodetic measurements in the field or taken from other more accurate sources.The basic problem in assessing positional accuracy of maps is the choice of accuracy measures (i.e. accuracy estimators), as well as a corresponding set of points that represent a chosen map sheet and the entire map [6] .
Positional accuracy can be defined as the degree of proximity of an object, or as measuring it to its actual position, or to values in an appropriate reference system [3] . Positional accuracy is expressed through two variables that have a long history of use, and are a root mean square error and standard deviation [16] .
HORIZONTAL POSITIONAL ACCURACY ASSESSMENT
Positional accuracy has been evaluated using control points. These points are defined as "well defined points", and their use has been conditioned by classical topographic field surveying methods. Following this idea there are many statistical Positional Accuracy Assessment Methodologies like [1] : NMAS [19] , NSSDA [10] , STANAG 2215 [15] . In addition, those methodologies represent point-based positional accuracy assessment methods and many of them are stated as standards for the positional control of cartographic products by national mapping agencies. Some of these methods have recently been analyzed in detail using a simulation process, and are compared by the same authors [9] . Nevertheless, researchers have criticized these standards for being limited to well defined points, and also for failing to address more complex elements like linear and polygon ones. It is not possible to assume that all features can be characterized by an error in the position of well-defined points [2] .
On the other hand, the most widespread applied methods for the line-based positional accuracy assessment of 2D lines are the following: the Hausdorff Distance (HDM), the Mean Distance (MDM) [17] , the Single Buffer Overlay (SBOM) [11] and the Double Buffer Overlay (DBOM) [18] . All abovementioned methods present an asymmetric or directional behavior, which means that results depend on direction of the assessment. The asymmetry comes from intervening elements when a distance estimation formula is applied. All results are understood as uniform errors along lines. We know that a distribution is non-uniform in line which is its limitation.
Quality method used in this paper represents pointbased positional accuracy assessment method. Quality measures of horizontal positional accuracy used in this research are the following:
◆ The root mean square error of planimetry (RMSEp) that is used in the Military Geographical Institute for the assessment of horizontal positional accuracy in earlier research; ◆ The circular error (circular map accuracy standard -CMAS) provided by the STANAG 2215 standard, with a 90% confidence level. For the selected test area, projected coordinates of test points that had the content of sheet DTM25 were measured in eight sheets of digital topographic maps at a scale of 1:25000. Test points are point objects and nodes of line, or polygon features of the DTM25. Reference points are collected through fieldwork, during field checks using GPS, or with digital stereo restitution based on 3D photogrammetric stereo models. The process of collecting test points compared to the corresponding reference point was done by PAAT (Positional Accuracy Assessment Tool) ESRI ArcGIS software.
The PAAT uses the root mean square error for assessing the positional accuracy as the baseline, which is denoted by the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error). The RMSE is the second root of the mean sum of squared differences of coordinates, read from the map and the corresponding reference ("true") coordinates. The accuracy is communicated with nature-expressed coordinates (meter), which enables a direct comparison of different products, regardless of differences in scale or resolution [3] . The PAAT has the possibility of analyzing the two components of positional accuracy, a horizontal and vertical one (Figure 1 ).
In assessing positional accuracy, PAAT automatic testing and rejection of outliers are used. In this test statistics we used a value which represents the mean residual, plus three times the standard deviation, all being marked with the 3σ threshold. Any residual value that is greater than the 3σ threshold is considered to lie outside the valid values and the program automatically ejects this value, leaving the possibility of including these points [8] .
The report on results of the analysis in positional accuracy using the PAAT consists of a text file for the appropriate test area. It consists of vector reference and test points data in a standard ESRI Shapefile and metadata in accordance with ISO 19115 and FGDC standards in the form of an XML file. Since the PAAT does not have an integrated analysis of positional accuracy based on the STANAG 2215 standard, the analysis results have been exported to Excel format.
In order to provide enough uniformly distributed and well defined test points for the analysis of positional accuracy, the PAAT includes the ability to divide the entire test area into a regular grid. By defining the number of rows and columns, we define the value of a single cell grid. After collecting the individual test points in relation to a reference point in a single cell grid, the program will automatically lead to the next cell of the grid [6] . In the experimental study, we defined 13 rows and 13 columns, which enable the test area to be divided into 169 equal-cell grid. Since the STANAG 2215 standard specifies that the minimal number of points in the analysis of positional accuracy should be 167, such gridded sampling has provided the test area with enough uniformly distributed well-defined points [15] .
GEOSTATISTICAL INTERPOLATION METHODS
The positional accuracy assessment results of digital spatial data have great potential in visual display. It has already been mentioned that, in assessing the positional accuracy of the test area per the STANAG 2215 standard, at least 167 evenly spaced, well-defined diagnostic test points were used. For those, the value of the root mean square error of the horizontal points' position is shown graphically using the size of symbols. By using the method of interpolation, it is possible for each test area to get to the surface of the root mean square error of the horizontal points' position value. The most commonly used interpolation methods are:
◆ interpolation using movable surfaces (interpolation with local polynomials and the inverse distance method); ◆ the geostatistical interpolation method (Ordinary Kriging). Theoretically, the fairest result in some of the surface modeling, based on measured values of the reference points, should be expected when using geostatistical methods, from which the most commonly used, is Kriging. The Kriging method is based on a treatment carried out by interpolation in accordance with the theory of regionalized variables. The basic idea of Kriging is to predict the value of a function at a given point by computing a weighted average of the known values of the function in the point's surrounding. For all types of Kriging, it is assumed that the modeled surface is represented in the generic form [13] :
(1) Where μ (s) trends the surface, while the ε (s) is the surface, which is the result of a random process. Interpolation using the geostatistical method is performed in two steps: ◆ Quantification of the spatial structure of the surface that is modelled (based on input data) and ◆ Prediction, i.e. assessing the value of tool surface at given points. The quantification of the modelled spatial structure of the surface is performed by determining the empirical covariance function, which is a semivariogram describing the spatial dependence of the post of the surface points. The main problem with the practical application of these methods is the right choice of the appropriate covariance functions (semivariograms), i.e. selection of an appropriate model function and empirical determination of the parameters and functions.
The standard version of Kriging is called Ordinary Kriging (OK). Its predictors are based on a model [12] : (2) Where μ is a constant stationary function (global mean), and ε'(s) represents a spatially correlated stochastic part of variation. The result of the variable Z at a given location s 0 is a combination of sampled values [12] : (3) Where λ 0 is a vector of weight coefficients (w i ) for Ordinary Kriging, and z is a vector of available samples (measured values at specific locations). A semivariogram model is used to calculate the covariance matrix and vectors, which show the key sizes for achieving the optimal weight coefficients at any point in which a prediction is made. The system of equations, which provides weight coefficients w i , is given in a matrix notation:
Where C is the co-variation matrix between all sampled values, derived for n×n observations, and c0 being the vector of covariance between the sampled points and the point where the value is assessed.
Kriging is not limited to a simple estimate of the observed variable at a certain point, but this method can also [13] :
◆ Calculate the variance of the variable, which enables determination of the estimated size of confidence in intervals; ◆ Assess an average value of the variable in a section of the area, ◆ Determine the best location for a new measurement point before planning a network of measuring points.
The software program, which used ArcGIS in the process of the interpolation method, will be offered an opportunity to be cross validated in order to reach the optimal parameters for the selection of reference points. Cross Validation is used for quality assessment or validation of results to predict the applied method of interpolation. It is a process where the interpolation, using the selected parameters (and interpolation methods), interpolates desired value (predicted value) in a reference point, on the condition that the item is not taking part in the interpolation. Different measures and predicted values are to be made afterwards. The procedure is repeated for all locations at which the measurement was performed. Table 1 shows the parts of the Excel spreadsheet with the results of the positional accuracy assessment of the test area covered by a single sheet DTM25, nomenclature NK34-5/6-2-4 Vranje.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the figures in the table it can be concluded that the value of the root mean square error planimetry (RMSEr) is 5,413 meters, while the average value of the horizontal position (dR) for that test area is 4,658 meters.
Differences in coordinate individual test points are provided in both directions, in meters, and we can see that the values of coordinate differences in the Y-axis (E) ranging from 7,829 to -12.387 meters, while the X-axis (N) range from 14,288 to -8.467 meters.
Based on the obtained results of DTM25 positional accuracy evaluation, the value of circular map accuracy standard (CMAS) is 7,785 meters, and since the value of the CMAS is less than 12.5 meters (CMAS <12.5 m) it can be concluded that the test map belongs to the best "A" map class according to the classification STANAG 2215 standards. 
CONCLUSION
The purpose of describing the quality of spatial data is to present its ability to allow the comparison and selection of data that best suits the needs, application or customer requirements. A complete description of the quality of data shall encourage the sharing, exchange and use of appropriate spatial data sets [5] .
The knowledge of positional accuracy has fundamental importance for map users and its manufacturers. Unlike most map properties, its horizontal positional accuracy can be fully examined and quantified in an exact way. This paper presents one of the possibilities of presenting results of an assessment of positional ac- Fig. 2 . Visual display of horizontal positional accuracy assessment results of the sheet DTM25 NK34-5/6-2-4 Vranje.
curacy of digital topographic maps, scaled at 1:25 000, using a geostatistical interpolation method, such as the Ordinary Kriging.
